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Comprehensive Connectivity Introduces New Pro AV/IT CAT6 Heavy Duty Snagless 
Cables.  
 
Fairfield, NJ (March 9, 2015) – Comprehensive Connectivity Company, the tested and trusted 
connectivity solutions provider to the Pro AV/IT markets for more than 40 years,  
introduced their latest innovative connectivity innovation.  
 
What Comprehensive did for HDMI they have now done for networking. Following up on the 
huge success of Pro AV/IT HDMI cables, Comprehensive introduces Pro AV/IT CAT6 Heavy 
Duty Snagless Patch Cables. Available in three different configurations including RJ45 and 
Ethercon connectors, [CAT6xxPRO, CAT6xxPRO-E, CAT6xxPRO-ER]. Pro AV/IT Cat 6 
cables are the perfect networking solution for commercial AV and IT applications that ranges 
across SMB, Government, Military, Rental and Staging and more. These Comprehensive 
heavy duty Pro AV/IT Cat6 cables are designed specifically for data environments that require 
a rugged, durable cable - built to last. 
 
Each Pro AV/IT CAT6 professional grade cable has been 
assembled with Comprehensive’s Accu-Twist design, a 
stranded twisted pair construction that ensures voice, audio, 
video and data transmissions while reducing signal loss and 
providing cable flexibility. A molded, snagless boot provides 
effective strain relief that is perfect for installations. All of the 
Pro AV/IT cables are wrapped in a heavy-duty, PVC jacket 
which lends itself to superior external protection.  
 
Like their Pro AV/IT HDMI cousins, Comprehensive’s Pro 
AV/IT CAT6 Heavy Duty Patch Cables include length indicators that clearly indicate the length 
on each connector head to make staging jobs fast and easy. In addition, these innovative 
cables are available with any of seven (7) color-coded boots for quick and easy cable 
identification in the field. 
 
All Cables are RoHS Compliant with Comprehensive’s Lifetime Warranty. 

 

For more information about Comprehensive or any Comprehensive products, please visit us at 

www.ComprehensiveCo.com, call toll free at 800-526-0242 or e-mail 

sales@comprehensiveco.com 
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For more than 40 years, Comprehensive Connectivity has been the Pro A/V industry standard for professional 

connectivity performance, reliability and value. That’s why millions of Comprehensive connectivity products are in 

use at stadiums, in broadcast and recording studios, stages, boardrooms, classrooms, government installations 

and living rooms around the world. Comprehensive Connectivity Company is a division of New Jersey based 

VCOM International Multimedia Corporation. 
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